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*************************************************************************************************

The C.G. Jung Association of Central Ohio (614.291.8050)
presents

The Wind Through This Harp:
Meditations on Music, Archetypal Fields, and Healing
Presented by Michael Bauza
Date: Thursday ~ April 14, 2011
Time: 7:00 – 9:00 PM

Location: First Community Church
1320 Cambridge Blvd. ~ Columbus, OH ~ 43201

As we align the days and stages of our journey with the archetypes underlying our lives, we can become
more closely attuned to our unique destiny. At one or more times in our lives, a specific piece of music, a forgotten
song, or harmonious sound newly heard, may help us to find our way back to ourselves and our attunement with the
universal archetypes.
As part of his studies in the Archetypal Pattern Analysis program at the Assisi Institute in Brattleboro, VT,
Michael composed a series of letters to an unnamed friend. These letters explore the relationships between the
archetypal world, sound and music, and the capacity to heal. This seminar will include readings from some of these
letters, as well as an exploration of the healing properties of sound within the context of archetypal fields. Material
from the Davaa/Falorni film, The Story of the Weeping Camel, a story especially suited to the role of music in
‘generatively shifting the field’ and evoking a healing response, as well as other film material, will be used to
exemplify the themes of the seminar.

Michael T. Bauza, PhD, holds a certification in Archetypal Pattern Analysis as well as a doctoral degree in
chemistry and a MLIS in Library and Information Science. In addition to his many years in the biomedical sciences,
Michael has an abiding interest in the confluence of invisible and visible worlds, and in scientific, artistic, dream, poetic,
sacred, and mythological images. He has read poetry and exhibited art in a number of local venues, especially at the
Gallery at JungHaus. Michael served on the JACO Board in its early years and has offered a variety of presentations on
Tarot, alchemy, and other topics for the Jung community. He is currently establishing a Tarot practice.
Fee: Members: $20 - $25; Non-Members: $25 - $30

(Reduced fee by April 7)

